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Abstract: Special Operations Forces Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (SOF AT&L) is responsible for meeting the
current and future operational needs of U.S. special operations forces and does so by maintaining an agile acquisition process.
Working with the Program Executive Office (PEO) SOF Warrior, this research seeks to improve the process by which Special
Operations Command (SOCOM) identifies emerging technologies and selects for further development those technologies that
meet their short and long-term capability gaps specific to USSOCOM operators conducting decisive SOF activities and global
operations against terrorist networks. By attending SOF AT&L sponsored industry collaboration events and interviewing
relevant stakeholders, this study observed first-hand how the acquisition process works in the SOF community while also
gaining a better understanding of how PEO SOF Warrior identifies and selects emerging technologies to pursue. The team
conducted thorough research and stakeholder analysis and subsequently completed a functional analysis to create an in-depth
view of PEO SOF Warrior’s current technology scouting process. This work seeks to improve this process by making
recommendations that enhance the way that the PEO communicates needs to the technology community, solicits potential
technologies for examination, and then selects the most promising technologies for further exploration and potential acquisition.
Altogether, this enhanced process will better equip SOF Warfighters to bring the fight to the enemy.
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1. Background
A systematic approach to any process helps identify strengths and weaknesses and implement positive change as
necessary. In this scenario, the team applied a systematic analysis of Program Executive Office Special Operations Forces
Warrior (PEO SOF Warrior), a subset of Special Operations Forces Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (SOF AT&L). SOF
AT&L’s primary mission is to, “provide rapid and focused acquisition, technology, and acquisition logistics support to SOF
Warfighters.
Nesting with this mission, the client, PEO SOF Warrior, must situate itself to provide the best capabilities to America’s
elite fighting forces. In doing so, PEO SOF Warrior faces a unique challenge of ensuring capabilities required today against
and evolving enemy are available, while also helping visualize the future fight to secure the best technologies for SOF
Warfighters. As part of this process, PEO SOF Warrior must clearly define current and future capability gaps, seek out
technologies to bridge those gaps, and deliver the elite capabilities on time and within budget.
PEO SOF Warrior currently uses an annual technology scouting cycle to help meet these requirements. This
continuous cycle begins with the Special Operations Forces Industry Conference (SOFIC) where it communicate its capability
gaps and first meets potential technology vendors and concludes with the Special Operations Forces Warrior Industry
Conference (SOFWIC) where potential vendors detail how their technologies can help fill those gaps. Intermediate steps in
the cycle aim to identify the most promising technologies for further consideration and invitation to the SOFWIC event. The
team has broken this annual cycle into five sub-steps. The first being SOFIC, an annual event held in May to bring together
industry and SOF AT&L. Next is the capability gap defining process, designed to focus in on what SOF Warfighters need to
meet the mission, both in today’s fight and in the future. Next is the evaluation of vendor proposals. The cycle then moves to
a refining process, in which PEO SOF Warrior further concentrates on specific technologies. Lastly, PEO SOF Warrior hosts
SOFWIC, an event to create “return on collisions” and generate more connections between the SOF community and industry.
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